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Overview 

The Penn State Graduate Program in Acoustics 

presented us with the requirement of building and testing a 

linear array of miniature speakers, with each speaker having its 

own independent channel. The main challenge in this project 

was to design a relatively low cost and easy to manufacture speaker system that our sponsor 

could replicate with ease. The main engineering component of this design process was 

optimizing design costs while ensuring acoustic integrity and quality. 

Objectives 

● The twelve speaker enclosures have to be developed in a CAD software to be 3D printed 

● Each of the six speakers must have their own back air volume, calculated based on 

speaker driver specifications 

● Each speaker must be sealed thoroughly 

● The arrays must be able to function with the sponsor’s and PSU Acoustics Team One’s 

amplifiers 

Approach 

 The team began this project by meeting with the sponsor and assigning the sponsor’s 

needs with varying weights in the form of an Analytic Hierarchy Process matrix to help 

determine future design decisions. Each team member then performed independent research and 

general calculations before reconvening to generate concepts for the design. This research 

involved patent searches and current products to inspire ideas and to not encroach on copyrights. 

After generating a list of solutions, the team began to criticize each idea until the most 

appropriate design was selected. The sponsor was also brought in at this time to ensure their 

needs were fully met. The design process then began, utilizing SolidWorks to produce the model. 

The initial model proved too expensive, thus beginning our optimization process. The team 

printed single speaker cells in order to find a minimum wall thickness for the array, which was 

tested using the sponsor’s frequency sweeping software. After a few iterations of design 

optimization, the final array had a significantly reduced cost and multiple features to improve its 

future assembly and use. After assembling the drivers and wires into the array, the team tested 

the drivers using the sponsor’s and team one’s amplifiers, proving their functionality. 

Outcomes 

This design process has enabled our sponsor to replicate multi-

channel speaker arrays with reduced cost and effort in order to carry 

out their research. The project has also provided the sponsor with 

twelve ready to use arrays (six speakers per array) as well as a 

mounting system to hold the arrays in any orientation necessary.  


